
Question Set 1.0: Error and Percent Difference 

1. An average chicken egg has a mass of 50 grams. You weigh a bag of eggs and find a mass of 1840 grams.
a. What is the most likely number of eggs in the bag?
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b. Now you carefully count the eggs and find@)eggs. What is the percent error of your predicted number of eggs?
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2. Greek philosopher/scientist Eratosthenes measured the circumference of the earth in the year 240 BC (1732 years before
Columbus sailed). His equipment was: a hole in the ground, shadow made by sunlight, and very keen reasoning. His results
were amazingly accurate. In his calculations, he used a unit of distance called a stadia. Since no one today is exactly sure
how long the stadia is, there is some controversy about how accurate Eratosthenes's results are.

a. If we assume that Eratosthenes used the most common unit for stadia, then his measurement for the earth's
circumference (converted to kilometers) is 46,620 km. An accepted value for the average circumference of the earth is
40,041.47 km. What is the percen� difference between Eratost.henes�s meas�rement and the accep:e?' value? _ .'\Ctk:;e V\UVl'\-ber:s a,:e both. M-e?t.Sw··e..MeAt.S ... we U.St'> � d,J�.....renc..9
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b. If we assume that he used a less common "Egyptian Stadium" as his unit for length, his result would be 39,690 km.
What, in this case, would be the percent difference between Eratosthenes's measurement and the accepted value?
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Question Set 1.2: Systematic and Random Error
1. Consider an experiment to determine the average acceleration of a ball dropped from a height of 1 meter. Students stand a

meter stick on a table top and use a stopwatch to measure the time for the ball to fall from the top of a meter stick to the
table. One student drops the ball and another student watches and carefully starts the watch
a. Identify three possible sources of systematic error: 
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b. Identify three possible ources of random error: 
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2- Make two suggestions for how the students could change their experiment to improve their results. State whether your
suggestion would reduce systematic or random error 
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3. In some cases, systematic error can be difficult or impossible to identify. For example, the balance you use in lab might be 
damaged in such as way that it causes all masses less than 100 grams to seem 50 grams lighter than they are. How, then,
can you provide evidence that your measurements do not have systematic error?
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4. Random errors are often easy to identify, but impossible to eliminate. How can you determine whether your measurements
contain random error?
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